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I. FIRST-LEVEL HEADING:THE LINE BREAK WAS FORCED VIA nnHere is the �rst sentence in Sec. I, demonstrating section cross-referencing. Note thatthis sample �le was run with the eqsecnum option selected. Here is an openface one: 11.This �le (apssamp.tex) contains comments marking the start/end of the pages of galley-style output. This should make it easier to compare the output to the input �le.A. Second-level heading:The line break was forced via nnHere is the �rst sentence in Sec. IA, demonstrating section cross-referencing. The com-mand nnarrowtext will make the text this width. The command nwidetext will make thetext the width of the full page, as on page 6. A blank input line tells TEX that a newparagraph begins.The width-changing commands only take e�ect in galley style (the default style).Preprint style gives output of a constant width.This �le may be run in both preprint and galley styles. Preprint format is used forsubmission purposes. Galley format is used to mimic �nal journal output.When commands are referred to in this example �le, they are always shown with theirmandatory arguments, using normal TEX format. In this format, #1, #2, etc. stand formandatory author-supplied arguments to commands. For example, in \section{#1} the #1stands for the text of the author's section heading, and in \title{#1} the #1 stands for thetitle of the paper.Reference citations in text use the command \cite{#1}. #1may contain letters and num-bers. In the reference section of this paper each reference is \tagged" by the \bibitem{#1}command. #1 should be identical in both commands. The proper form for citing in text is\cite{#1}, and the result is shown here [1,2]. We will cite other people [1,3] and journals2



here. We also cite other people again (Refs. [1] and [3]). It is worth mentioning that REVTEX\collapses" lists of reference numbers where possible. We now cite everyone together [1{3],and once again (Refs. [1{3]).When the prb option is used, the command \onlinecite{#1} will put the referencecitations on-line. It was used in the preceding paragraph. Note that the location of citationsmust be adjusted to the reference style: the superscript references in prb style must appearafter punctuation; other styles must appear before any punctuation [4]. This sample waswritten for the regular (non-prb) citation style, but invoking the prb option will show theresults of the command \onlinecite{#1} in the preceding paragraph.II. DISPLAYED EQUATIONSA. Another second-level heading1. Third-level heading:The line break was forced via nnHere is the �rst sentence in Sec. IIA 1, demonstrating section cross-referencing. In LATEXthere are many di�erent ways to display equations, and a few preferred ways are notedbelow. Displayed math will center by default.a. Fourth-level heading: Single-line equations. Below we have single-line equations withnumbers; this is the most common type of equation in Physical Review :�+(p) <� [2jpj(jpj+ pz)]�1=20BB@ jpj+ pzpx+ ipy 1CCA ; (2.1)(11234567890abc123���1234556�� 1PabA2 ) : (2.2)Note the open one in Eq. (2.2).
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Not all numbered equations will �t within a narrow column this way. The equationnumber will move down automatically if it cannot �t on the same line with a one-lineequation: (ab12345678abc123456abcdef���1234556�� 1PabA2 ) : (2.3)When the \label{#1} command is used [cf. input for Eq. (2.2)], the equation can bereferred to in text without your knowing the equation number that TEX will assign to it.Just use \ref{#1}, where #1 is the same name that you used in the \label{#1} command.The \FL and \FR commands will set displayed math ush left and ush right, respectively.Just insert the \FL or \FR command before the displayed math begins. For example, hereis an equation ushed left:(ab12345678bcdef���1234556�� 1PabA2 ) : (2.4)You shouldn't need \FL and \FR very often.If you have a single-line equation that you don't want numbered, you can use the n[, n]format: g+g+ ! g+g+g+g+ : : : ; q+q+ ! q+g+g+ : : : :2. Multiline equationsMultiline equations are obtained by using the nbeginfeqnarrayg, nendfeqnarrayg for-mat. Use the nnonumber command at the end of each line where you do not want a number:M = ig2Z(4E1E2)1=2(l2i )�1��1;��2(ge�2)2���2(p2)�[�j li�i]�1��1(p1); (2.5)X jMviolg j2 = g2n�4S (Q2) Nn�2(N2 � 1)�0@Xi<j1A Xperm 1S12 1S12 X� cf� : (2.6)4



Note: do not use \label{#1} on a line of a multiline equation if \nonumber is also used onthat line. Incorrect cross-referencing will result.If you wish to set a multiline equation without any equation numbers, you can use the\begin{eqnarray*}, \end{eqnarray*} format:X jMviolg j2 = g2n�4S (Q2) Nn�2(N2 � 1)�0@Xi<j1A Xperm 1S12S23Sn1! 1S12 :To obtain numbers not normally produced by the automatic numbering, use the \eqnum{#1}command, where #1 is the desired equation number. For example, to get an equation numberof (2.60), g+g+ ! g+g+g+g+ : : : ; q+q+ ! q+g+g+ : : : : (2.60)A few notes on \eqnum{#1}. The \eqnum{#1} must come before the \label{#1}, if any.The numbering set with \eqnum{#1} is transparent to the automatic numbering in REVTEX;therefore, you must know the number ahead of time, and must make sure that the numberset with \eqnum{#1} stays in step with the automatic numbering. \eqnum{#1} works withboth single-line and multiline equations. You could, if you wished, do all the numbering ina paper manually with \eqnum{#1}.Enclosing single-line and multiline equations in\begin{mathletters} and \end{mathletters} will produce a set of equations that are\numbered" with letters, as shown in Eqs. (2.7a) and (2.7b) below:(abc123456abcdef���1234556�� 1PabA2 ) ; (2.7a)M = ig2Z(4E1E2)1=2(l2i )�1(ge�2)2���2(p2)�[�i]�1��1(p1): (2.7b)If you use a \label{#1} command right after the \begin{mathletters}, then \ref{#1}can be used to reference all the equations in a mathletters environment. For example, theequations in the preceding mathletters environment were Eqs. (2.7).5



3. Wide equationsThe equation that follows is set in a wide format, i.e., it spans across the full page. Thewide format is reserved for long equations that cannot be easily broken into four lines orless:R(d) = ge�2  [�Z(3; 21)]�1Q212 �M2W + [�Z(13; 2)]�1Q213 �M2W !+ xWQe  [�(3; 21)]�1Q212 �M2W + [�(13; 2)]�1Q213 �M2W ! : (2.8)This is typed so you can see that the output is in wide format. (Since there is no inputline between nendfequationg and this paragraph, there is no paragraph indent for thisparagraph.) We also haveR(f) = �g3��1;�2  ge�2DZcos �W �QeD cos �W! [�3]�1Q212 �M2W=� �1 � �2 + [�2]�1Q213 �M2W=� �1 � �3! :(2.9)III. CROSS-REFERENCINGREVTEX will automatically number sections, equations, �gure captions, and tables. Inorder to reference them in text, use the \label{#1} and \ref{#1} commands.The \label{#1} command appears following a section heading; within an equation; orwithin a �gure or table environment, inside of or following the caption. The \ref{#1}command appears in text where citation is to occur. We will refer to the �rst �gure (Fig. 1)here. We can refer to the \late �gure" also (Fig. 2).References to �gures: Fig. 1, Fig. 2, Fig. 3, and Fig. 4.References to tables: Table I, Table II, Table III, Table IV, Table V, and Table VI.Physical Review style requires that the initial citation of �gures or tables be in numericalorder in text, so don't cite Fig. 3 until you've cited Fig. 2. See Style and Notation Guide.
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ACKNOWLEDGMENTSWe wish to acknowledge the support of the author community in using REVTEX, o�eringsuggestions and encouragement, testing new versions, : : : .If a section does not have a number (like the Acknowledgments section), use the so-called \star version" of the command. That is, insert a star between the command andits arguments: \section*{#1}, \subsection*{#1}, etc. For the Acknowledgments sectionyou can also use the command \acknowledgments to produce the heading.APPENDIX A: APPENDIXESTo start the appendixes, you should use the \appendix command. This signals that allfollowing section commands refer to appendixes instead of regular sections. Therefore, the\appendix command should be used only once|to setup the section commands to act asappendixes. Thereafter normal section commands are used. The heading for a section canbe left empty. For example,\appendix\section{}will produce an appendix heading that says \APPENDIX A" and\appendix\section{Background}will produce an appendix heading that says \APPENDIX A: BACKGROUND" (note thatthe colon is set automatically).If there is only one appendix, then the letter \A" should not appear. This is suppressedby using the star version of the section command (\section*{#1}).
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APPENDIX B: A LITTLE MORE ON APPENDIXESObserve that this appendix was started by using\section{A little more on appendixes}Note the equation number in an appendix:E = mc2: (B1)1. A subsection in an appendixYou can use a subsection or subsubsection in an appendix. Note the numbering: we arenow in Appendix B 1.Note the equation numbers in this appendix, produced with the mathletters environ-ment: E = mc; (B2a)E = mc2; (B2b)E >� mc3: (B2c)They turn out to be Eqs. (B2a), (B2b), and (B2c).APPENDIX C: CODE LISTINGc===========================================================c Returns a double precision vector (one-dimensionalc array) read from file 'fname'. If 'fname' is thec string '-', the vector is read from standard input.cc The file should contain one number per line; invalidc input is ignored.c 8



c This routine illustrates a general technique forc reading data from a FORMATTED (ASCII) file. Inc Fortran, one associates a "logical unit number"c (an integer) with a file via the OPEN statement.c The unit number can then be used as the firstc "argument" of the READ and WRITE statements toc perform input and output on the file.cc Fortran reserves the following unit numbers:cc 5 terminal input (stdin)c 6 terminal output (stdout)c 0 error output on Unix systems (stderr)c===========================================================subroutine dvfrom(fname,v,n,maxn)c-----------------------------------------------------------c Arguments:cc fname: (I) File namec v: (O) Return vectorc n: (O) Length of v (# read)c maxn: (I) Maximum number to readc-----------------------------------------------------------implicit nonec-----------------------------------------------------------c The integer functions 'indlnb' and 'getu' arec defined in the 'p410f' library.c-----------------------------------------------------------integer indlnb, getuc-----------------------------------------------------------c Declaration of routine arguments: notec "adjustable dimensioning" of v; any array whichc is declared with adjustable dimesions must bec a subroutine argument; any adjustable dimensionsc must also be subroutine arguments.c-----------------------------------------------------------character*(*) fnameinteger n, maxnreal*8 v(maxn)c-----------------------------------------------------------c Programming style: Use parameter (ustdin) ratherc than constant value (5) for stdin logical unit #c-----------------------------------------------------------9



integer ustdinparameter ( ustdin = 5 )c-----------------------------------------------------------c Local variables:cc vn: Current number read from inputc ufrom: Logical unit number for READc rc: For storing return status from READc-----------------------------------------------------------real*8 vninteger ufrom, rcc-----------------------------------------------------------c Intializec-----------------------------------------------------------n = 0c-----------------------------------------------------------c Read from stdin?c-----------------------------------------------------------if( fname .eq. '-' ) thenc-----------------------------------------------------------c Set unit number to stdin defaultc-----------------------------------------------------------ufrom = ustdinelsec-----------------------------------------------------------c Get an available unit numberc-----------------------------------------------------------ufrom = getu()c-----------------------------------------------------------c Open the file for formatted I/Oc-----------------------------------------------------------open(ufrom,file=fname(1:indlnb(fname)),& form='formatted',status='old',iostat=rc)if( rc .ne. 0 ) thenc-----------------------------------------------------------c Couldn't open the file, print error messagec and return.c-----------------------------------------------------------write(0,*) 'dvfrom: Error opening ',& fname(1:indlnb(fname))returnend if 10



end ifc-----------------------------------------------------------c Input numbers into vector (one per line) untilc EOF or maximum allowable number readc-----------------------------------------------------------100 continueread(ufrom,*,iostat=rc,end=200) vnif( rc .eq. 0 ) thenn = n + 1if( n .gt. maxn ) thenwrite(0,*) 'dvfrom: Read maximum of ',& maxn, ' from ',& fname(1:indlnb(fname))n = maxngo to 200end ifv(n) = vnend ifgo to 100200 continuec-----------------------------------------------------------c If we are reading from a file, close the file.c This releases the unit number for subsequent use.c-----------------------------------------------------------if( ufrom .ne. ustdin ) thenclose(ufrom)end ifreturnend
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REFERENCES� Also at Physics Department, XYZ University.[1] A. Smith and B. Doe, J. Chem. Phys. 76, 4056 (1982).[2] C. Jones, J. Chem. Phys. 68, 5298 (1978).[3] C. Jones and A. Smith, J. Chem. Phys. 72, 3416 (1980); 73, 5168 (1980); 72, 4009(1980).[4] Authors are encouraged to use BibTEX and prsty.bst to create their reference list inproper APS style. Instructions can be requested by e-mail (mis@aps.org).
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FIGURESFIG. 1. A �gure caption. The �gure captions are automatically numbered.FIG. 2. The \late �gure." This �gure was inserted when the paper was �nished. Since the�gures are automatically numbered, no renumbering in text was necessary. All that needed to bedone was to type the caption in the proper place and cite the �gure in text.FIG. 3. A �gure caption. Figures will be reduced to an appropriate size by the production sta�upon receipt.FIG. 4. A �gure caption. The labels you give tables and �gures can be descriptive (as thatof Fig. 1, which has a nlabelfautonumg) or they can reect their numerical order, as that of this�gure (nlabelffig4g).
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TABLESTABLE I. This is a narrow table, which occupies the width of a narrow column. The tablecaptions are automatically numbered. This table shows left-aligned, centered, and right-alignedcolumns. It also shows one of two possible methods of setting tablenotes (footnotes within tables).In this table the tablenotes are numbered and set automatically. All the author need do is usentablenotef#1g to set a tablenote mark and its text.Onea Twob Threeone two threeone two threeaNote a.bNote b.
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TABLE II. This is a table of medium width. This table shows tablenotes where the author hasnumbered the tablenotes by hand. In this approach, ntablenotemark[#1] is used to produce thetablenote mark. #1 is a numeric value. Each time the same value for #1 is used, the same mark isproduced in the table. After the end of the tabular environment, ntablenotemark[#1]f#2g com-mands are used: #1 represents the same numbers used in ntablenotemark[#1] and #2 representsthe text of the tablenote. Using these two commands will allow the author to number tablenotesby hand. Inspecting the input for this table should clarify any questions.rc (�A) r0 (�A) �r0 rc (�A) r0 (�A) �r0Cu 0.800 14.10 2.550 Sna 0.680 1.870 3.700Ag 0.990 15.90 2.710 Pbb 0.450 1.930 3.760Au 1.150 15.90 2.710 Cac 0.750 2.170 3.560Mg 0.490 17.60 3.200 Srd 0.900 2.370 3.720Zn 0.300 15.20 2.970 Lib 0.380 1.730 2.830Cd 0.530 17.10 3.160 Nae 0.760 2.110 3.120Hg 0.550 17.80 3.220 Ke 1.120 2.620 3.480Al 0.230 15.80 3.240 Rbc 1.330 2.800 3.590Ga 0.310 16.70 3.330 Csd 1.420 3.030 3.740In 0.460 18.40 3.500 Bae 0.960 2.460 3.780Tl 0.480 18.90 3.550aHere's the �rst, from Ref. [1].bHere's the second.cHere's the third.dHere's the fourth.eAnd etc.
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TABLE III. A wide table. Two alternative occupations of special positions by KMnCL3 ions inthe two space groups D14h and D14h. For a special value of the x and y parameters, a set of specialpositions may split into two sets of special positions of higher symmetry.D14h D54hIon 1st alternative 2nd alternative lst alternative 2nd alternativeK (2e) + (2f) (4i) (2c) + (2d) (4f)Mn (2g)a (a) + (b) + (c) + (d) (4e) (2a) + (2b)Cl (a) + (b) + (c) + (d) (2g)a (4e)aHe (8r)a (4j)a (4g)aAg (4k)a (4h)aaThe z parameter of these positions is z � 14 .TABLE IV. Another wide table. Numbers in columns Three{Five have been aligned by usingthe \d" column speci�er. Non-numeric entries (those entries without a \.") are centered in \d"columns.One Two Three Four Fiveone two three four �veHe 2 2.77234 45672 0.69Ca Cb 12537.64 37.66345 86.37aSome tables require footnotes.bSome tables need more than one footnote.
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TABLE V. A \late table." This table was added after most of the paper had been completed.Since the tables are automatically numbered, no renumbering in text was necessary. This tablewas added to show the use of the the \d" column and the @ speci�er for lining things up. The \d"column is useful for simpler columns of numerical data, but it may be necessary to use multiplecolumns and the @ speci�er for more complex alignments.Align by . Multiple alignments23.890 12 23.890 12� 0.00212 323 123 223 � 3440.834 390 12 80.80 � 45.3416TABLE VI. The Poisson ratio de�ned as the ratio of lateral contraction to longitudinal expan-sion for uniaxial stress. Experimental values are given for comparison.� �Predicted Observeda Predicted ObservedaCu 0.48 0.36 Al 0.47 0.33Ag 0.48 0.37 Tl 0.47 0.35Au 0.48 0.36 Sn 0.46 0.33Mg 0.47 0.35 Pb 0.46 0.40{0.45Zn 0.47 0.25 Pb 0.49 0.43K 0.49 0.44
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